Ei engine monitor

Please check the boxes for the options that you would like to add. Leave all boxes unchecked
for unit only. Please click the link below to download the PDF form. It must be faxed in to or
emailed in before order can be processed. Easily replace several of your aircraft's primary and
non-primary engine instruments with one EI CGR. For example, simply replace your existing
tach with a CGR. The CGR mounts flush with your panel and doesn't protrude from your panel
as competitor's gauges do. Additionally, the bar graph has both normalized and digital readout
screens. No other bar graph in the industry comes close to providing the number of options the
CGRP offers. In addition to its bar graph, the CGRP can be configured to display a combination
of the functions listed below. RPM M. OAT Vac. These additional screens give the CGRP
flexibility not found in any other engine instrument. This screen provides six additional
functions to be displayed on the CGRP, as well as annunciators to display Main Screen alerts.
This screen displays the estimated Fuel Remaining for each tank, based on current Fuel Flow.
Yes, you can use the same probes. There is an upgrade package available from E. The
CGR30PP allows for 6 primary engine functions and the 6 you select will come with the required
probes. The user cannot themselves, program this. Please state which model you have when
you at the time of order to ensure the correct cable is included. CGRP records engine
information from 1 to 3 times per second. You can insert a USB stick and download all of your
engine information and view it on your computer with a spreadsheet program such as excel. As
the CGR is a primary replacement instrument. You would not need to keep your original fuel
gauges. Per the manufacturer: No, FAA regulations state that engine monitoring systems can
not be reset or turned off. The Basic package, part number comes with the unit, the senders
used for the functions which are displayed and the wiring harness needed to install the unit.
The CGR, part number comes with 5 primary functions and 5 non primary functions for a total of
Per the manufacturer: Yes, you can switch to magnetic probes after installing resistive probes.
Minor electrical work is required to make the switch. When filling out the order form, there is a
place to notate current hours and the instrument will be set to engine hours. Only the premium
package allows for options other than the standard probes. Per EI, the unit has a dongle that
hangs below the connector on the back of the unit. This piece can be mounted to the panel if so
desired. For other measurements, the -p will be required. Per EI. The backlighting is integrated
in the screen. If backlighting fails, then the screen will be blank. According to manufacturer,
when ordering the CGRP premium you can select oat or carb temp on the worksheet. The basic
package does not include oil temp or oil pressure. If you would like to select these you must
choose the premium package. Yes, these annunciator lights will come with the unit. The
manufacturers install manual says that they are not required to be installed if the main unit is
less than 8 inches from the pilots visual centerline. Yes, our upgrade part s are: Basic and
Premium and Combo and Per EI: As each CGRP is custom built per the configuration
worksheet, what is displayed in the second arc is dependent on what functions are selected. If
manifold pressure is not selected, we will typically program the second arc for fuel flow or oil
pressure. Quick Shop. Length Quantity. Your Cart. Quantity Delete. Add Options. Add to Cart.
Specifications 3. Six on the Secondary Screen. Power Requirements: 7. One on the Secondary
Screen. Accessories Customers Also Viewed. Q: Can the engine harness of my existing E. Q:
Can the CGR basic show fuel pressure as a primary on the main screen? Q: Is it possible to
download the engine parameters to a computer, to check engine malfunctions and keep data
records? Q: Does installation of the CGR allow for removal of the fuel gauges as a primary
replacement? Q: Can the flight log be reset or turned off? Q: Is there a way to connect a second
CGR display for a tandem seat? Q: The main description and worksheet say 5 primary
functions. Is it 5 or 6 primary functions? Q: If I do an installation using my existing resistive fuel
probes can I change to magnetic probes later? Q: When purchasing a CGRP, can the tach time
hours be placed at the same time in service hours as the current factory analog tach has that is
in the airplane? I do not want to start the 30P at zero 0 time while the airplane has xxxxhrs on
the airframe. Q: I am not interested in any fuel related parameters. Can I use a 30P and not
install, or configure, the instrument for any fuel data? Q: To display amps, do I need to order the
-P or can amps be displayed on the -B? Does this mean that the 5 non-primary functions chosen
such as Volts and Amps cannot be used in lieu of analog instruments? If it fails, will I have a
blank screen? Q: Some of the QandA was unclear. Can I select which primaries that I can have ,
such as oil press, oil temp, fuel flow, or do I have to get the premium package to get the
choices? What is this used for, a battery back-up? Q: On the manufacturers website, it has
listed that a remote annunciator panel is also included, is this the case when ordering from
spruce? Q: What is the difference between the 4cyl basic package and the 4cyl premium
package? Q: on the CGR30P-4 cyl basic, do all probs and sensors come with the unit or do I
have to order them separately? Previous 1 2 3 4 Next. View in Catalog View in Catalog. Please
check the boxes for the options that you would like to add. Leave all boxes unchecked for unit

only. I have had Electronics International Inc EI gauges in several of my airplanes and have
always enjoyed them. Their equipment has always been just perfect for task and when Ive
compared them to other manufactures Ive always chosen EI over their competitors. It is an
awesome unit and when you compare it to the others out there I believe it is superior to any of
the other choices. So, now you have excellent equipment, what about the support should you
have a question or need a repair? Ive talked with Blake and Dave numerous times and they have
helped me troubleshoot issues that actually turned out to be problems on my end. They are a
great company, with great employees and great products. I highly recommend the MVP engine
monitor or any of the products they manufacture! Youll be glad you did! To obtain a pressure
altitude indicator on your MVP 50 you will require a pressure transducer, part number , plus you
will have to return the MVP 50 to Electronics International for a configuration update to add
pressure altitude as a secondary function. Quick Shop. Length Quantity. Your Cart. Quantity
Delete. Add Options. Add to Cart. Please click the link below to download the PDF form. It must
be faxed in to or emailed in before order can be processed. It features excellent viewability,
even in direct sunlight. There are Pilot-Programmable colors, ranges and limits and a voice
alarm for each instrument displayed. Compatible with OP Technologies and Chelton. Width: 5.
Length: 5. Depth: 2. Power Requirements: 7. This small box 4. This considerably reduces
installation time. Also it reduces the wire bundle to the instrument panel by over wires!
Accessories Customers Also Viewed. Q: Is the MVPp a primary replacement for tac manifold
pressure and fuel pressure? Q: I have an MVP 50 certified. I need a pressure altitude. Do I need
to buy a probe? Q: Will the MVP 50 display fuel levels from four tanks? Two mains and two aux?
View in Catalog View in Catalog. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must
have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Grants Pass
Airport Brookside Blvd. Deland Airport A Flightline Blvd. Bargain Bin Aircraft. How PayPal
Works. Add to Cart Qty: Add to Cart. P EGT Probes 4 ea. P CHT Probes 8 ea. AL-1 Red Warning
Light 1 ea. The Ultimate Bar Graph is simply that - the Ultimate. No other bar graph in the
industry comes close to offering the options available for the UBG Features The UBG arrives
complete with pilot-programmable redlines for alerting pilots of engine troubles, data recording
for flight information reviews, in-flight engine diagnostics information, differential and shock
cooling alarms, hands-free leaning assistance, long-term normalized mode, completely scalable
EGT bars, and an array of functions available to monitor. With the UBG installed in your aircraft,
you will have up-to-date information about your engine at all times. Flexibility The UBG comes
with 16 customizable inputs. These inputs are capable of accepting the live data output from
EI's function modules. The wide variety of available function modules allows you to keep an eye
on all critical engine parameters. Alarms The UBG comes complete with programmable alarms
for each individual input channel. This means pilots have the capability to set unique upper and
lower alarms for each cylinder. The ability to individually set redlines for your EGT's and CHT's
is absolutely critical, as some engines have cylinders with substantially different operating
ranges from one another. Just because cylinder number 4 might have a redline of does not
mean Cylinder 1 has the same redline. Other manufactures claim otherwise, because their
instruments do not have this ability to set individual redlines. Shock cooling will alert you if
your cylinders exceed a cooling rate that could result in thermal shock. The EGT differential
alarm will keep an eye out for rogue EGT's that may be an indication of a larger problem
occurring in your engine. Diagnostics With the UBG's full suite of alarms, you will be alerted to
most problems that can occur within your engine, whether they be due to ignition, fuel mixture
or compression. If your engine is not giving you the performance it once did, if temperatures are
not within the operating ranges you're used to, or if limits are being violated, our technically
adept staff will offer their assistance when you are diagnosing what is occurring in your engine.
Or, use our Pilot's Diagnostics Manual to study the art of troubleshooting on your own. Either
way, we're here to help you. There is also one "Mode within a Mode," the "Profile Mode," which
provides information on the engine's fuel-to-air mixture profiling. The Normal Mode is where all
pilot-programming is performed, and where the somewhat hidden "Profile Mode" can be found.
Bar Graph The whole point of owning a Bar Graph instrument is, arguably, the bar graph
feature. The bar graph provides a quick reference to pilots regarding the temperature status of
each, individual cylinder. Digital Display In addition to the quick reference offered by the bar
graph, the UBG displays a precision digital reading for each monitored function. This way,
pilots can keep a close eye on exactly what their engine is up to. Other functions are available,
including many pressures, temperatures and other functions. See the "Accessories " page of
the UBG for a complete list of available functions. Programming All pilot programming will
occur in the Normal Mode, from the face of the instrument. Do not be intimidated by the
powerful features found in the UBG; the programming could not be simpler. Electronics
International's engineers have taken great care to ensure the UBG has the same

straightforward, common sense approach to programming that all of our products are famous
for. After leaning your engine, check out the Profile Mode within the Normal Mode, go to "Peak"
and click the Mode switch one time to the left to view your engine's fuel to air mixture profile.
This is an excellent tool for people with Gamijectors installed, or for those wanting to balance
their engines. The closer the bars are in the Profile Mode, the closer the fuel to air mixture
between the cylinders. Normalized Mode The Normalized Mode gives pilots a visual indication
of trends occuring within their engine. When the bar graph is "Normalized," all of the EGT bar
graph columns are equalized in height. If, after normalizing the bars, any column is substantially
different in height from any other column, then a change has occured within the engine, which
may be an indicator of an engine problem. It does not simply remember the normalized status
for one flight, only to reset again when you re-cylce the power or re-enter the Normalized Mode.
Instead, the UBG stores the Normalized information until you reset it. This allows you to monitor
engine changes over the course of several flights, instead of just during one flight. You can
choose to reset the information as many times and as often as you like, but it will not reset until
you ask it to. For every cylinder, the UBG alerts pilots as each cylinder peaks, and displays the
peak temperature for every cylinder. In addition, the UBG displays how far from peak each
cylinder is operating once they've peaked, so you don't have to do the math in your head. This
kind of thorough, precise information allows pilots to pinpoint exactly where their cylinders are
in relation to peak during the leaning process. The UBG alerts pilots when the first cylinder
peaks, as well as its peak temperature. The instrument then displays precisely how far from
peak the leanest cylinder is, so the pilot can dial in the exact distance from peak desired. The
MUX-8A can be setup to record data every one minute, three minutes, six minutes, or it can be
put it into the "Burst Mode" to record information as quickly as possible usually every five to six
seconds. This software automatically formats your MVP data files, creating spreadsheets that
seperate engine temperatures, pressures and other monitored functions into different graphs
and colors. Display : Plasma, adjustable dimness for night operations Power Requirements : 7.
Related Products. Secure Card Transactions. Not responsible for typographical or misprint
errors. All rights reserved, All reproduction in part or in whole prohibited. Modern graphics,
landing gear and flap interface, fuel quantity and flow, plus automation for precise engine
leaning and best economy settings are on the short list of capabilities. Changing from steam
gauges to full glass will usually require substantial panel work and, inevitably, more downtime
and expense. Good ones have straightforward display logic, audio outputs for audio panel
interfacing, and they should come with high-quality probes and sensors. The company makes a
variety of standalone instruments that have TSO certification, but Electronics International says
there are two specific models that are the most popular for Experimentals. As standalone
monitors go, the MVPP is bigâ€”5. There are multiple components including MVP display,
engine data converter EDCP , the engine probes, transducers and modules, and the wiring and
extension cables. Pressing the Select knob will choose the highlighted item. The control set is
logical, but we would like a touch or at least a hybrid interface. As for features, this MVPP is
more than an engine monitor. Think of it as a system monitor, and huge amounts of data are
spread out on multiple pages. The main engine screen displays most of the engine and also
flight instruments monitored by the MVP. The secondary is the System screen, intended to
display functions that do not need to be displayed continuously. However, if any function on the
System screen reaches a red or yellow operating range, it triggers an annunciator located
between the rpm and MP displays on the main engine screen. Think of it as master caution
alerting. The best part of the System page is a pictorial that can offer at-a-glance clues to
system malfunctions on the airframe. For example, you can see the position of landing gear and
wing flaps, plus the state of exterior lighting. The right side of the display shows up to 14 engine
parameters. The Main Engine Screen is laid out in four areas. There are also horizontal strip and
digital gauges, plus four additional digital instruments can be configured on the right side of the
screen. These include items like oil and fuel pressure, fuel flow and electrical data. This has
both bar graph and digital formats and has features for leaning, plus an engine diagnostic
utility. Logically, the Select knob controls the display and operation of the engine analyzer
portion of the screen. There are also four digital support instruments on a blue background,
located in the middle of the display. The four vertical instruments may be configured to display
various functions in a digital format or as an annunciator, such as Canopy, Baggage Door,
Landing Lights, Rotating Beacon, etc. The CGR has only three user controls for simplicity. We
think EI did a good job of keeping workload at a minimum particularly when deciphering
problems , thanks to a straightforward feature set. The main page of the CGR displays engine
manifold pressure and rpm presented side-by-side in both a numerical and graphical
presentation, plus four other configurable primary functions. EI told us most users select fuel
flow as one of the other primary parameters. From there, you can add oil temperature, oil

pressure and bus voltage, for example. These functions are approved for replacing primary
instruments. Pretty trickâ€”and useful. Think of the secondary screen as an overflow for
displaying additional data the secondary display still shows rpm and manifold pressure. For
example, the fourth primary engine parameter is displayed on this page, in addition to five
non-primary instruments. You can select bus voltage, outside air temperature, flight timer and
so on. This is also where caution warnings are displayed, should any function on the main
screen become flagged. The CGR has a fuel totalizer with GPS interface, of course, plus it can
be ordered in a configuration to monitor the fuel quantity level for up to four fuel tanks,
including auxiliary tanks. Moreover, the unit is smart enough to know which fuel tank you are
drawing from and can estimate how much fuel is remaining in each. An on-screen graphic
depicts the total fuel remaining in all tanks. We like the simple and thorough approach the CGR
takes when monitoring fuel endurance. The CGR annunciates a wide variety of alerts from
external systems. Any temperature or resistive fuel level input channel on the EDC may be used
to monitor the state of a switch, relay or output from a remote device. This output can be used
to trigger an on-screen annunciator on the CGR display. The CO Guardian remote-mounted CO
detector, to name one third-party device, can be displayed on the screen. It has minimal user
controls to cycle among three major displays modes: Normal, Normalized and Lean. In the
Normal mode, the EGTs are indicated by the height of the lit bars in each of the columns. The
scaling and range of the EGT columns of bars may be customized. The feature set is logical.
When operating in the Normal or Normalized Operating Mode, each time the Step switch bottom
right of the bezel is pushed to the right the UBG will advance the digital display to show the next
temperature or function. Each time the Step switch is pushed to the left the display will show
the previous temperature or function. The lighted box around a specific cylinder number located
at the top of the columns coincides with which cylinder is being displayed. Each time the Step
switch is pushed to the right the next cylinder will be displayed. There are a total of 16 input
channels on the UBG. Other functions will be indicated only in the digital display. When you
enter the Lean Operating Mode of the UBG, the right portion of the digital display will show the
current EGT for the cylinder that peaked first the last time you leaned your engine. While the
last monitored temperature or function is being displayed, you push the Step switch once to the
right to see the shock cooling rate in the display. The cylinder number inside the lit box at the
top of the columns is the programmed shock cooling cylinder being displayed. The UBG offers
up to 16 High and 16 Low alarms one high and one low alarm for each input channel , one EGT
differential alarm and one shock cooling alarm. The UBG performs a full analysis on all
temperatures and functions every one-half second. The 34 pilot-programmable limits allow you
to customize the UBG to your engine. Trend analysis and problem detection is done
automatically every one-half second, and you are alerted as soon as a limit is violated. Think
basic temperature monitoring. The top button controls screen selection, while the bottom
button controls items within the given screen. Each screen assigns its own functional needs to
the controls that may change, depending on context. The basic G1 has three primary screens.
On the main page, all monitored temperatures are continuously displayed in both a color-coded
bar graph and in numeric form at the bottom of each bar. The model G2 has all of the G1
functionality, plus an integrated fuel totalizer. If you have an existing Shadin or JP Instruments
fuel computer, Insight offers a fuel flow signal adapter so you can use the existing fuel flow
transducer, saving considerable installation effort. Perhaps a favorite GEM feature available on
the G3 and G4 twin models only is the vibration analysis utility for spotting mechanical
component failure early. Since not every engine will have the same vibration signatures, Insight
recommends using the utility as a condition monitoring tool. The sensing is done with a
three-axis accelerometer installed on the engine case bolt, in proximity to the propeller. Once
the sensor is connected it can be added to any G3 and G4 , the instrument displays a dedicated
vibration spectrum page with a waveform display. You can zoom in on the displayed waveform
for closer examination, while a cursor automatically snaps to nearby vibration spikes in case
you miss them. Standard install kits include spring-style probes. You can order it basic or what
JPI calls a full-featured model with a P5 connector that handles fuel quantity, fuel pressure and
amps options. You can orient the display for a landscape or portrait view, and a simple bar
graph and numeric readout for EGT and CHT is in the main area of the screen. When optioned,
rpm and MP are at the top. Along the side are linear gauges, which are both digital and analog
indications for various parameters. The sliding pointer and color range marks give you a quick
indication of where you are relative to the operating limits while the digital value provides
precise information. There are three operating modes: Automatic, which is accessed by tapping
the LF button and then Step, sets the unit so each cylinder and parameter value is automatically
sequenced and shown on the display for a few seconds. Freeze it by pressing the Step button to
cycle into manual mode, and then index to the next parameters by subsequent presses of Step.

Ready to lean? Columns are composed of a stack of segments and the maximum height for a
column is the top of the dotted line. The CHT redline value is depicted by a horizontal red line
approximately halfway up and to the right of the dotted line. The Percentage view lets you view
EGTs across all cylinders and quite logically, hotter cylinders display higher columns than
cooler cylinders. Any changes are shown as an increase or decrease in the column height. You
use the Normalize view for a rapid visualization of EGT trends, rather than a percentage of
redline as you would in Percent view. Worth mentioning is the built-in diagnostic mode, which
helps find sensor issues when the system boots. Any newly installed options are found and
logged in at this time. If a probe problem is found, diagnostic indications will be presented on
the display. These vary depending on the parameter. The unit will ignore any faulty probe when
in scanning mode, and the unit periodically checks for inconsistent or intermittent signals.
These are disabled if deemed unusable, flagging an appropriate message. The EDM compresses
and records all displayed parameters once every six seconds in long-term data memory. Note:
you can change this rate to be 2 to seconds. This data is retrievable by inserting a USB drive
into the jack on the front of the instrument and following the prompts. You can choose to
retrieve all the data stored in the EDM or only the new data recorded since your last retrieval. In
either case, the selected data in the EDM is not erased. The EDM contains a real-time clock that
may be set when you initially program your instrument. You may also program an Aircraft ID
that will appear in the output data file. You can change the recording interval from 2 to seconds,
even in flight. No excuses for running the tanks dry, especially with the fuel quantity feature. JPI
provides the appropriate interface hardware the P5 harness and any associated signal
conditioners based on information you provide when you order the unit. Once installation is
completed, you will perform a one-time fuel level calibration. As with any retrofit that includes
fuel quantity, the accuracy will be as good as the senders. It comes with a prewired harness for
all functions. This monitor has been around since the s and its character LCD display is stark by
comparison to the others. Think utilitarian, perhaps even as an interim solution while you
postpone a GRT EFIS upgrade, and connect the two over a single-wire data connection when
you do. The fact that there are over 23, of these in the field is impressive, and we think it has
sizable flexibility andâ€”most importantâ€”is well supported. The line includes the model , , and
EIS nomenclature corresponding to the number of cylinders and each has five pages of
scrollable data on a rectangular control head, which measures 5. The system has both engine
data storage and download capability. Maybe you only want to monitor the two hottest
cylinders. More common is the EIS , even for a Rotax , because it accommodates more
user-configurable auxiliary inputsâ€”up to six. Turbocharged engines for TIT monitoring use
two of the aux inputs. The standard feature set includes upper and lower limit alarm outputs for
driving an external sonalert , a flight timer, hour meter, voltmeter, OAT and landing gear minder,
which uses airspeed and tachometer inputs. The EIS can work well even as a standalone fuel
computer when connecting a flow transducer, and it has enough utility to help spot problems in
fuel system plumbing. For example, the maximum fuel flow warning is triggered when the flow
exceeds your programmed limitâ€”maybe pointing to leaking fuel lines and loose connections
at the fuel injectors. As basic as the cylinder monitoring is, we think the EIS could make for a
decent warning system. It uses an SD card for data recording, storing checklists and for
customized splash screens. The control set is focused around a rotary control knob and five
bezel buttons, and the left- and right-most soft keys are used to cycle through the EMS pages.
The main menu page with various icons for setup, flight timers, flight log and other utilities is
accessed with a push of the control knob and cursoring to the Menu icon. The system pages are
logically laid out and the main data is easy to interpret in part thanks to good screen quality and
block-style font. A configurable information bar is at the top of the EMS display, while all
primary data is nicely placed in the middle with configurable data blocks, starting with MP and
rpm on the left, oil, voltage, OAT and other inputs to the right. As expected the system has a
lean-assist mode for easily determining the peak EGT. The Lean Mode indicator is at the lower
right corner of the display, and the absolute EGT temperatures will change to show the EGT
reading relative to this peak. The sequential order as each cylinder peaks is also shown as
numeric text under the cylinder. Exit lean mode and enter normal mode by pressing the Off soft
key. Once Cruise Mode has been enabled, the Cruise Mode label is displayed at the bottom of
the EMS display to clearly differentiate it from the normal operating mode. Cruise mode can be
canceled by pressing the soft key to Off. Want to customize the splash page for your
application? The way it works is the remote engine monitor connects via RS to the smartLink
device, which then connects to the iPad via a wired USB connection, plus the smartLink also
has Bluetooth. The data is hosted by the Guardian smartMFD app for iOS, and when connected
to the smartLink , the iPad receives the engine data and power for charging. The smartMFD app
stores and uploads the captured data after each flight to your account on the Guardian Avionics

smartData web app. Guardian makes a line of iPad panel docks for mounting the tablet on the
panel, in addition to extension cables for mounting the iPad in other locations. The EM uses the
Electronics International fuel flow transducer for fuel data. It has a large screen, a rich user
interface and does a lot more than monitoring the engine. You might also consider the Dynon
EMS, but the price differential to a basic SkyView with the engine-monitoring module is just too
close. At that point, you should just take the leap. Last, before committing to any engine
display, price an integrated EFIS. For all but the most basic panels, we think it makes better
sense. Even if it means the physical installation will be more challenging. Save my name, email,
and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam.
Learn how your comment data is processed. Sign in Join. Sign in. Log into your account.
Privacy Policy. Sign up. Password re
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covery. Forgot your password? Get help. Create an account. Magazine Builder Spotlight.
Electronics International The company makes a variety of standalone instruments that have
TSO certification, but Electronics International says there are two specific models that are the
most popular for Experimentals. It has good graphics, a logical feature set and is user
configurable. Airshow coverage sponsor:. Minimax to the Rescue. Big Talk. Garmin aera New
Products From Beringer. Weather In the Cockpit. Watch this SPOT. Please enter your comment!
Please enter your name here. You have entered an incorrect email address! In Case You Missed
it. Kitplanes - June 5, 0. Mary Bernard - February 16, 0. Builder-assistance programs continue to
grow and change to accommodate both builders needs and FAA regulations. By Mary Bernard.
Dave Prizio - September 19, 0. Kitplanes - March 21, 0. All rights reserved worldwide. Electronics
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